
Big believer in lifelong learning and my 

main focus is on javascript, but I'm 

constantly adding programming 

languages and technologies to my stack.

I'm a highly motivated JavaScript

developer with a passion for building 

innovative and user-friendly 

applications.

Profile

Database
SQL Server, MongoDB, Postgres, Firebase.  

Tools / Platforms
Vercel, Netifly, Git, GitHub,  
Firebase.  

Libraries / Frameworks
React, React Native, Next.js, Angular, 

Node.js, Express, Astro, Tailwind, 
Bootstrap.

Programming Languages
Javascript, Typescript, CSS, 
Sass, Swift.

Skills

wesbos.com
2020 - Javascript/ReactJS course

apollographql.com
2021 - GraphQL course

microsoft.com
2022 - Typescript course

udemy.com
2023 - Node.js course

developer.apple.com
2023 - Swift course

Education

Interest
Music, guitar, volleyball, calisthenics,  
animal shelter. 

cesargomez.io

github.com/csargomez

+(57) 300 318 1059

cgope1985@gmail.com

Cesar Gomez
A software developer with love of beating personal beats

Relevant Experience
Feb 2020 - Present

Software Developer
Innovate on Demand 

 Deliver high-quality, scalable, and maintainable  
applications for multiple clients related to the automotive 
industry

 Enforced healthy codebase coding style and standards by 
applying best practice and design patterns

 Collaborate with UI/UX designers to achieve the product  
direction

 Collaborate with Backend team in research, planning and 
architected to store, transform, load and present the data to the 
client.

Jan 2023 - Jun 2023

Full stack Developer
Neurotic 

 Build learning platform, reviewing and refactoring existing  
code into high quality code, ensure the best performance and  
usability of the applications on different platforms such as  
mobile and web

 Planning and architected backend to store and consume data  
via GraphQL

 Clean and eliminate dead code to save unnecessary boilerplate  
to decrease the pages bundle size

 Enforced healthy codebase coding style and standards. 

Oct 2018 - Jan 2022

Data Analyst
CDK Global 

 Monitoring, prevent and resolve potential error as well as 
fixing issues from existing ETL process

 Master data, management user and roles
 Provide quality assurance of imported data.

Oct 2015 - Jan 2020

Data Analyst
Innovate on Demand 

 Delivery high-quality and reliable reports data to multiple 
clients related to the automotive industry

 Prevent and resolve potential error as well as fixing issues 
from ETL process.

https://www.apollographql.com
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/modules/typescript-get-started/
https://www.udemy.com
https://developer.apple.com/swift/
https://cesargomez.io
https://github.com/CsarGomez
mailto:cgope1985@gmail.com
https://innovateod.com
https://www.neurotic.co
https://www.cdkglobal.com
https://innovateod.com

